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KEY=THE - CECELIA STONE
THE GREAT DESTROYER
BARACK OBAMA'S WAR ON THE REPUBLIC
Simon and Schuster Sean Hannity called it "A must-read book on the Obama administration's shameless pillaging of America." Now updated with a new introduction previewing Obama's second term,
David Limbaugh's "New York Times" bestseller "The Great Destroyer" is more important than ever, as a comprehensive indictment of Barack Obama's war on freedom, prosperity, and American power.

CRIMES AGAINST LIBERTY
AN INDICTMENT OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA
Simon and Schuster As Americans, liberty is an inalienable right that is granted to us by God, protected by the Constitution, and upheld by our government. Yet, Barack Obama doesn’t seem to share that
view. To him, liberty is a threat to the government’s power and something to be squashed by any means possible, as bestselling author David Limbaugh shows to devastating aﬀect in his new book,
Crimes Against Liberty. Laying out his case like he would a criminal complaint, Limbaugh presents the evidence—count-by-count—against Obama. From exploiting the ﬁnancial crisis for political gain, to
restricting our personal freedoms through invasive healthcare and “green” policies, to endangering America with his feckless diplomacy and reckless dismantlement of our national security systems,
Limbaugh proves—beyond a reasonable doubt—that Obama is guilty of crimes against liberty.

DAVID LIMBAUGH: VOLUME I
Creators Publishing David Limbaugh: Volume I is a collection of columns by David S. Limbaugh.

THE LEFT'S ASSAULT ON THE AMERICAN IDEA
Creators Publishing Brother of talk-show host Rush Limbaugh, David Limbaugh has been involved in American politics and law for quite some time, oﬀering an intelligent conservative voice regarding hot
contemporary topics. This is a collection of his best columns from 2014.

THE LEFT JUST ISN’T RIGHT
Creators Publishing
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BANKRUPT
THE INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL BANKRUPTCY OF TODAY'S DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Simon and Schuster BANKRUPT! That's what the Democrats are when it comes to new ideas, or to defending America, or to doing anything more than protecting their own narrow political interests.
Exaggeration? Hardly. Bestselling author David Limbaugh quotes Democrats to devastating eﬀect as a party that has reduced its mind and heart to the level of intellectual and moral bankruptcy. In this
startling new book, Limbaugh shows just how far the Democratic Party has fallen, and why there is little prospect of redemption.

ARMSTRONG
Simon and Schuster "The world has a new hero — actually an old hero reimagined — George Armstrong Custer, in this delightfully funny alternative history that's better, or at least happier, than the real
thing." —WINSTON GROOM, bestselling author of Forrest Gump and El Paso "Droll satire, this is the West as it might have been if the Sioux hadn't saved us."—STEPHEN COONTS, bestselling author of Flight
of the Intruder and Liberty's Last Stand "A good, old-fashioned yarn....There is much to enjoy in Crocker's book." — AUSTIN RUSE, American Greatness "If Custer died for our sins, Armstrong resurrects him
for our delight. Not just the funniest book ever written about an Indian massacre, but laugh out loud funny, period. The best historical comic adventure since George MacDonald Fraser's Flashman."
—PHILLIP JENNINGS, author of Nam-A-Rama and Goodbye Mexico "Crocker has created a hilarious hero for the ages. Armstrong rides through the Old West setting right the wrongs, and setting wrong the
rights, in a very funny cascade of satire, history, and even patriotism." —ROB LONG, Emmy- and Golden Globes-nominated screenwriter and co-executive producer of Cheers "Crocker’s Custer, a milkdrinking, sharp-shooting master of disguises, takes us on a series of uproarious adventures in the persona of Armstrong.... Armstrong is an extraordinary hero— a military strategist, a courageous ﬁghter
and some sort of dog whisperer to boot. He’s also a dashing romantic with a knack for making women swoon....I’ll look forward to ﬁnding out where duty calls Armstrong next." -- The Washington Examiner
"I’ve thoroughly enjoyed Harry Crocker’s latest, a satirical alternative history about Michigan’s own George Armstrong Custer, simply and cleverly entitled Armstrong. In Crocker’s world, Custer survived a
butchering by Crazy Horse at the Battle of Little Bighorn and has become a Victorian paladin and celebrity, doing everything over the top and then some more beyond the top. Crocker knows his history, so
his anti-history is knock-down, pain in the stomach, hilarious...Even within the slap-stick outrageousness, there lurk and hover very meaningful and subtle points and comments. In other words, Crocker has
produced a ﬁctional masterpiece." - BRADLEY BIRZER, the Russell Amos Kirk Chair in History at Hillsdale College "Action-packed and great for laughs... Fathers will love reading this book with their sons.
Patriots will love it, too.... Prepare to delight in American history and heroism, unencumbered by trigger warnings." -- The American Thinker "This is the kind of book young people should want to read,
which will challenge them and widen their horizons. It is part history, part humor, part drama, and all-around entertainment." - JAMES ROBBINS, author of "Erasing America: Losing Our Future by Destroying
Our Past." "A sly and funny revisionist take on an icon of the American West." - City Journal "The conservative novel of the year... Armstrong is a rollicking work of alternate history that doesn’t sacriﬁce
accurate details or historical nuance for the sake of your entertainment.... Armstrong’s Custer is a hero to love and admire." -- GRACE HOUGHTEN, The Conservative Book Club "H.W. Crocker has irresistible
fun with George Armstrong Custer...a hilarious adventure." -- The American Spectator "If you like learning history while laughing, you'll like this book...marvelous satire." -- DAVID LIMBAUGH, #1 bestselling
author of The True Jesus and The Great Destroyer: Barack Obama's War on the Republic What if Custer survived the Battle of the Little Bighorn? What if he became a gun-for-hire? And what if he made
common cause with a troupe of cancan dancers, Chinese acrobats, an eyepatch-wearing rebel cardsharp, and a multilingual Crow scout? Eager to clear his name from the ignominy of his last stand - but
forced to do so incognito, under the clever pseudonym Armstrong - Custer comes across evildoings in the mysterious Montana town of Bloody Gulch, which a ruthless Indian trader runs as his own personal
ﬁefdom, with rumors of muder, slavery, and buried treasure. Armstrong is a rip-roaring tale of action, adventure, and hilarity as the ridiculously handsome, astonishingly brave, and highly susceptible milkdrinking cavalryman travels through the untamed West. The Custer of the West Series begins here — and it's a wild ride you won't want to miss.

THE TRUE JESUS
UNCOVERING THE DIVINITY OF CHRIST IN THE GOSPELS
JESUS ON TRIAL
THE NAKED CONSTITUTION
WHAT THE FOUNDERS SAID AND WHY IT STILL MATTERS
Harper Collins “In this very entertaining and informative book, Freedman skewers those who have judicially rewritten the Constitution at the expense of our individual liberties. Well-researched and full of
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historical insight.” —David Limbaugh, author of The Great Destroyer: Barack Obama’s War on the Republic Conservative legal scholar Adam Freedman has written a spirited manifesto on the need to
recover the original meaning of America’s Constitution—an intelligent, incisive examination of what our nation’s founding fathers actually wrote in this all-important document and why it still matters
today. Freedman’s The Naked Constitution oﬀers a lively defense of “original intent” in the vein of the Glen Beck bestseller The Original Argument, while decrying the current distortions and
misrepresentations that will come into play as high proﬁle lawsuits concerning such issues as healthcare, immigration, and gay marriage begin reaching the Supreme Court.

OBAMA AND THE WORLD
NEW DIRECTIONS IN US FOREIGN POLICY
Routledge This signiﬁcantly revised, updated and extended second edition of New Directions in US Foreign Policy retains the strongest aspects of its original structure but adds a comprehensive account of
the latest theoretical perspectives, the key actors and issues, and new policy directions. Oﬀering a detailed and systematic outline of the ﬁeld, this text: Explains how international relations theories such
as realism, liberalism and constructivism can help us to interpret US foreign policy under President Obama Examines the key inﬂuential actors shaping foreign policy, from political parties and think tanks
to religious groups and public opinion Explores the most important new policy directions under the Obama administration from the Arab Spring and the rise of China to African policy and multilateralism
Supplies succinct presentation of relevant case material, and provides recommendations for further reading and web sources for pursuing future research. Written by a distinguished line-up of contributors
actively engaged in original research on the topics covered, and featuring twelve brand new chapters, this text provides a unique platform for rigorous debate over the contentious issues that surround US
foreign policy. This wide-ranging text is essential reading for all students and scholars of US foreign policy.

WINGNUTS
EXTREMISM IN THE AGE OF OBAMA
Beast Books Wingnuts exist on the extreme edges of the political spectrum. They're the professional polarizers and the unhinged activists, the hardcore haters and the paranoid conspiracy theorists.
They're people who always try to divide us instead of unite us. And at a time when the fringe is blurring with the base, they've hijacked American politics. The Obama era has been a boom-time for
Wingnuts, kicked oﬀ by a ﬁnancial collapse and the election America's ﬁrst black president. For some, losing an election feels like living under tyranny. John Avlon tracks down preachers who pray for the
president's death, goes inside the growing "Hatriot" militia movement, and identiﬁes the fright-wing swamp where the Obama "Birthers" and the Bush-era "9/11 Truthers" bubble up. Wingnuts echo earlier
fear-fueled movements in American history. But bolstered by the rise of hyper-partisan media, the Wingnut echo chamber is more inﬂuential than ever before and it has led directly to the division and
dysfunction in Congress. Avlon asserts that the time has come for the moderate majority of Americans to straighten their civic backbone and hold the extremes accountable while restoring a sense of
perspective to our politics.

THE AMERICAN KINGS
GROWTH IN PRESIDENTIAL POWER FROM GEORGE WASHINGTON TO BARACK OBAMA
Wipf and Stock Publishers An inevitable feature of democratic governments is the tendency of their chief executives to pursue domestic policies and foreign wars without the consent of the people.
America's own presidents have studiously ignored Congress and the states and have begun to act like all-powerful kings. U.S. presidents make wild promises to get elected, use temporary crises to expand
personal power, publish propaganda to divert attention away from their actions, pass out beneﬁts to favored sections of the population in order to get re-elected, and suppress segments of the population
who disagree with them. This book chronicles the story of America's lapse into tyranny at the hands of some of its best-known presidents.

THE BEST WORST PRESIDENT
WHAT THE RIGHT GETS WRONG ABOUT BARACK OBAMA
HarperCollins Political analyst and Democratic campaign veteran Mark Hannah and renowned New Yorker illustrator Bob Staake give Barack Obama the victory lap he deserves in this compendium that
takes the president’s critics head-on and celebrates the president’s many underappreciated triumphs. Barack Obama’s election in 2008 was a watershed moment in American history that inspired
supporters on the Left—and ﬁred up enemies on the Right. Elected in the midst of multiple crises—a Wall Street meltdown that imperiled the global economy and American troops entangled in two foreign
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wars—Barack Obama’s presidency promised, from the start, to be one of the most consequential presidencies in modern American history. Although he stabilized the economy and restored America’s
prestige on the global stage, President Obama has been denied the credit he deserves, receiving instead acidic commentary from political opponents such as former Vice President Dick Cheney, who
declared that Obama was “the worst president in [his] lifetime”—an accusation that reﬂects the politics of resentment and recrimination that has come to characterize the president’s critics. In The Best
"Worst President", Mark Hannah and New Yorker illustrator Bob Staake swiftly and systematically debunk conservative lies and disinformation meant to negate the president’s accomplishments and
damage his reputation—baseless charges too often left unchallenged by the national media. The Best "Worst President" is a whip-smart takedown of these half-truths and hypocrisies, each refuted in a
smart, witty, fact-based style. Hannah and Staake not only defend the president but showcase his administration’s most surprising and underappreciated triumphs—making clear he truly is the best “worst
president” our nation has ever known.

ALTER EGOS
HILLARY CLINTON, BARACK OBAMA, AND THE TWILIGHT STRUGGLE OVER AMERICAN POWER
Random House The deeply reported story of two supremely ambitious ﬁgures, Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton—archrivals who became partners for a time, trailblazers who share a common sense of
their historic destiny but hold very diﬀerent beliefs about how to project American power In Alter Egos, veteran New York Times White House correspondent Mark Landler takes us inside the fraught and
fascinating relationship between Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton—a relationship that has framed the nation’s great debates over war and peace for the past eight years. In the annals of American
statecraft, theirs was a most unlikely alliance. Clinton, daughter of an anticommunist father, was raised in the Republican suburbs of Chicago in the aftermath of World War II, nourishing an unshakable
belief in the United States as a force for good in distant lands. Obama, an itinerant child of the 1970s, was raised by a single mother in Indonesia and Hawaii, suspended between worlds and a witness to
the less savory side of Uncle Sam’s inﬂuence abroad. Clinton and Obama would later come to embody competing visions of America’s role in the world: his, restrained, inward-looking, painfully aware of
limits; hers, hard-edged, pragmatic, unabashedly old-fashioned. Spanning the arc of Obama’s two terms, Alter Egos goes beyond the speeches and press conferences to the Oval Oﬃce huddles and South
Lawn strolls, where Obama and Clinton pressed their views. It follows their evolution from bitter rivals to wary partners, and then to something resembling rivals again, as Clinton deﬁned herself anew and
distanced herself from her old boss. In the process, it counters the narrative that, during her years as secretary of state, there was no daylight between them, that the wounds of the 2008 campaign had
been entirely healed. The president and his chief diplomat parted company over some of the biggest issues of the day: how quickly to wind down the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan; whether to arm the
rebels in Syria; how to respond to the upheaval in Egypt; and whether to trust the Russians. In Landler’s gripping account, we venture inside the Situation Room during the raid on Osama bin Laden’s
compound, watch Obama and Clinton work in tandem to salvage a conference on climate change in Copenhagen, and uncover the secret history of their nuclear diplomacy with Iran—a story with a host of
fresh disclosures. With the grand sweep of history and the pointillist detail of an account based on insider access—the book draws on exclusive interviews with more than one hundred senior administration
oﬃcials, foreign diplomats, and friends of Obama and Clinton—Mark Landler oﬀers the deﬁnitive account of a complex, profoundly important relationship. As Barack Obama prepares to relinquish the
presidency, and Hillary Clinton makes perhaps her last bid for it, how both regard American power is a central question of our time. Advance praise for Alter Egos “A superb journalist has brought us a
vivid, page-turning, and revelatory account of the relationship between Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, as well as of their statecraft. Alter Egos will make a signal contribution to the national debate
over who should be the next American president.”—Michael Beschloss, bestselling author of Presidential Courage “Mark Landler, one of the best reporters working in Washington today, delivers an inside
account of Hillary Clinton’s relationship with Barack Obama that brims with insight and high-level intrigue. It’s both fun to read and eye-opening.”—Jane Mayer, bestselling author of Dark Money: The
Hidden History of the Billionaires Behind the Rise of the Radical Right

AT THE BRINK
WILL OBAMA PUSH US OVER THE EDGE?
Simon and Schuster Barack Obama has taken America to the brink of ﬁnancial ruin. Will we be able to stop before we go over the edge? Author John Lott sounds the alarm as he documents the economic
challenges we face with four more years of an Obama presidency, and builds an case for fundamental change—the kind we need to save America.

MY TURN
HILLARY CLINTON TARGETS THE PRESIDENCY
Seven Stories Press Hillary Clinton is running for the presidency with a message of hope and change. But, as Doug Henwood makes clear in this concise, devastating indictment, little trust can be placed in
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her campaign promises. Rigorously reviewing her record, Henwood shows how Clinton's positions on key issues have always blown with the breeze of expediency, though generally around an axis of
moralism and hawkishness. Without a meaningful program other than a broad fealty to the status quo, Henwood suggests, "the case for Hillary boils down to this: she has experience, she's a woman, and
it's her turn."

GANGSTER GOVERNMENT
BARACK OBAMA AND THE NEW WASHINGTON THUGOCRACY
Regnery Publishing A scathing attack on the Obama administration and the current government equates them to common criminals and tries to oﬀer a better way.

TRICKLE DOWN TYRANNY
CRUSHING OBAMA'S DREAM OF THE SOCIALIST STATES OF AMERICA
William Morrow This One Book Can Stop Obama's Tyranny The USA or the USSA? The United States of America or the Union of Socialist States of America? That is the question. Will President Obama
transform the greatest engine of freedom the world has ever known into a Stalin-like dictatorship? Or can the American people expose and rid themselves of this regime? Is the most polarizing president in
our history transforming us into Caracas or Beijing? Moscow or Tehran? Trillions in new debt. His solution? Print more money, crippling American taxpayers and our children with unlimited debt while
corrupt crony supporters continue to loot our economy. His attorney general has shipped weapons to Mexico, turning our southern border into a war zone as gangs of drug thugs and human traﬃckers
endanger the citizenry of America. He's hobbled the most powerful military in the world, reducing the U.S. Navy to the smallest force since 1930 and rendering us unable to maintain our advanced
weapons and technological advantages over the enemies at our gates. And what does Obama do as Iran spews genocidal dictates, promising to "kill all Jews" and "annihilate Israel"? He abandons our ally
and continues to push a "diplomatic" solution to this threat. Obama is transforming us into a second-class nation, with communists and Islamists given free rein to expand their power. As Obama accrues
power with little opposition and his oppression creeps down from the top, the American people must stop the tyranny!

THE WORST PRESIDENT IN HISTORY
THE LEGACY OF BARACK OBAMA
Bombardier Books An Amazon Bestseller! The Most Comprehensive Takedown of the Obama Presidency! “If you want to know why the history books will have a dim view of Barack Obama, this is the book
to read.”—John Hawkins, Right Wing News and Townhall.com The presumption of Barack Obama’s presidential greatness began before he even won the presidency. Now that he’s out of oﬃce, presidential
“experts” and historians are ranking Obama as one of our nation’s greatest presidents, placing him amongst Washington, Lincoln, Jeﬀerson, and Truman. Obama’s presidency was certainly consequential,
but it was by no means great. Did Barack Obama really save America from another Great Depression? Did he really unite America or improve America’s global image? Did he really usher in a new era of
post-partisanship and government transparency? Did he really expand health coverage while lowering costs and cutting taxes? Did he really make America safer and stronger than it was when he ﬁrst took
oﬃce? According to his supporters in the media, Hollywood, and academia, he did. But they are wrong. And they’re working aggressively to ensure their version of Obama’s legacy is written into the
history books. How can you discover and protect the truth? Matt Margolis and Mark Noonan have compiled everything you need to know about the presidency of Barack Obama into a single source. First
published in 2016, this book has now been updated to include the entirety of Obama’s presidency, and the shocking details that have come to light since he left oﬃce. The Worst President in History: The
Legacy of Barack Obama compiles two hundred inconvenient truths about Obama’s presidency—the facts that deﬁne his legacy: his real impact on the economy; the disaster that is Obamacare; his
shocking abuses of taxpayer dollars; his bitterly divisive style of governing; his shameless usurping of the Constitution; his many scandals and cover-ups; his policy failures at home and abroad; the
unprecedented expansion of government power...and more. In his farewell address to supporters on January 11, 2017, Barack Obama declared, “By almost every measure, America is a better, stronger
place than it was when we started.” This book destroys that narrative, putting Obama’s presidency into historical context and oﬀering an avalanche of facts that simply cannot be ignored. All of these facts
are now at your ﬁngertips in a single source. The Worst President in History: The Legacy of Barack Obama is your ultimate guide to Obama’s real presidential record—the record he’d like history to forget.

TRICKLE UP POVERTY
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STOPPING OBAMA'S ATTACK ON OUR BORDERS, ECONOMY, AND SECURITY
Harper Collins Michael Savage—conservative talk radio host and #1 New York Times bestselling author—takes on President Obama’s socialist agenda, his Chicago-style strong-arm tactics, and his Leninlike complex in Trickle Up Poverty. Savage’s quest is to help American’s save America from economic Armageddon, and Trickle Up Poverty addresses everything from the global warming myth to the
health care debacle to the Tea Party revolution, in an essential conservative manifesto that anyone who loves Sean Hannity, Rush Limbaugh, Bill O’Reilly, Glen Beck, and Dick Morris must read.

DIGITAL TALKING BOOKS PLUS
TALKING BOOK TOPICS
THE ASSASSINATION COMPLEX
INSIDE THE GOVERNMENTS SECRET DRONE WARFARE PROGRAM
Simon and Schuster Major revelations about the US government’s drone program—bestselling author Jeremy Scahill and his colleagues at the investigative website The Intercept expose stunning new
details about America’s secret assassination policy. When the US government discusses drone strikes publicly, it oﬀers assurances that such operations are a more precise alternative to troops on the
ground and are authorized only when an “imminent” threat is present and there is “near certainty” that the intended target will be killed. The implicit message on drone strikes from the Obama
administration has been trust, but don’t verify. The online magazine The Intercept exploded this secrecy when it obtained a cache of secret slides that provide a window into the inner workings of the US
military’s kill/capture operations in Afghanistan, Yemen, and Somalia. Whether through the use of drones, night raids, or new platforms yet to be employed, these documents show assassination to be
central to US counterterrorism policy. The classiﬁed documents reveal that Washington’s fourteen-year targeted killing campaign suﬀers from an overreliance on ﬂawed signals intelligence, an apparently
incalculable civilian toll, and an inability to extract potentially valuable intelligence from terror suspects. This campaign, carried out by two presidents through four presidential terms, has been deliberately
obscured from the public and insulated from democratic debate. The Assassination Complex allows us to understand at last the circumstances under which the US government grants itself the right to
sentence individuals to death without the established checks and balances of arrest, trial, and appeal. The book will include original contributions from Glenn Greenwald and Edward Snowden.

DRAIN THE SWAMP
HOW WASHINGTON CORRUPTION IS WORSE THAN YOU THINK
Simon and Schuster Lavish parties. Committee chairmanships for sale. Pay-to-play corruption. Backroom arm-twisting. Votes on major legislation going to the highest bidder. Welcome to Washington, D.C.,
the swamp that President Donald Trump was elected to drain. Congressman Ken Buck is blowing the whistle on the real-life House of Cards in our nation's capital. Elected in 2014 as president of one of the
largest Republican freshman classes ever to enter Congress, Buck immediately realized why nothing gets done in Congress, and it isn't because of political gridlock—in fact, Republicans and Democrats
work together all too well to ﬂeece taxpayers and plunge America deeper into debt. "It is an insular process directed by power-hungry party elites who live like kings and govern like bullies," Buck reports.
Buck has witnessed ﬁrst-hand how the unwritten rules of Congress continually prioritize short-term political gain over lasting, principled leadership. When Buck tangled with Washington power brokers like
former Speaker John Boehner, he faced petty retaliation. When he insisted Republicans keep their word to voters, he was berated on the House ﬂoor by his own party leaders. When other members of
Congress dared to do what they believed to be right for America instead of what the party bosses commanded, Buck saw them stripped of committee positions and even denied dining room privileges by
the petty beltway bullies. In Drain the Swamp, Buck names names and tells incredible true stories about what really happened behind closed doors in Congress during legislative battles that have ensued
over the last two years including budget, continuing resolutions, omnibus, trade promotion authority, Iran, and more. If the Trump administration is going to bring real change to Washington, it ﬁrst needs
to get the whole story—from deep inside the swamp.

THE IMPOSSIBLE PRESIDENCY
THE RISE AND FALL OF AMERICA'S HIGHEST OFFICE
Basic Books A bold new history of the American presidency, arguing that the successful presidents of the past created unrealistic expectations for every president since JFK, with enormously problematic
implications for American politics In The Impossible Presidency, celebrated historian Jeremi Suri charts the rise and fall of the American presidency, from the limited role envisaged by the Founding Fathers
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to its current status as the most powerful job in the world. He argues that the presidency is a victim of its own success-the vastness of the job makes it almost impossible to fulﬁll the expectations placed
upon it. As managers of the world's largest economy and military, contemporary presidents must react to a truly globalized world in a twenty-four-hour news cycle. There is little room left for bold vision.
Suri traces America's disenchantment with our recent presidents to the inevitable mismatch between presidential promises and the structural limitations of the oﬃce. A masterful reassessment of
presidential history, this book is essential reading for anyone trying to understand America's fraught political climate.

ANATOMY OF FAILURE
WHY AMERICA LOSES EVERY WAR IT STARTS
Naval Institute Press Since the end of World War II, America lost every war it started and failed in military interventions when it did not use sound strategic thinking or have suﬃcient knowledge and
understanding of the circumstances in deciding to use force. The public and politicians need to understand why we have often failed in using military force and the causes. From that understanding,
hopefully future administrations will be better prepared when considering the most vexing decision to employ force and send Americans into battle. The twin causes have been the failure to think
strategically and to have suﬃcient knowledge and understanding when deciding on the use of force. Interestingly, this failure applies to republicans and democrats alike and seems inherent in our national
DNA as we continue ignore past mistakes. By examining the records of presidents from John F. Kennedy to Barack Obama in using force or starting wars, it becomes self-evident why we fail. And the
argument is reinforced by autobiographical vignettes that provide a human dimension and insight into the reasons for failure, in some cases making public previously unknown history. The
recommendations and solutions oﬀered in Anatomy of Failure begin with a framework for a brains based approach to strategic thinking and then address speciﬁc bureaucratic, political, organizational and
cultural deﬁciencies have reinforced this propensity for failure. The clarion call of the book is that both a sound strategic framework and suﬃcient knowledge and understanding of the circumstance that
may lead to using force are vital. Without them, failure is virtually guaranteed.

THE OBAMA HATE MACHINE
THE LIES, DISTORTIONS, AND PERSONAL ATTACKS ON THE PRESIDENT---AND WHO IS BEHIND THEM
Macmillan The host of the Bill Press Show and syndicated columnist for Tribune Media Services explores discrediting hate campaigns targeting the 44th President to explain how they reveal the
destructiveness and ruthlessness of today's right-wing machine.

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED
JOHN EDWARDS, OUR DAUGHTER, AND ME
BenBella Books, Inc. The John Edwards–Rielle Hunter aﬀair made headlines for years. "One of the biggest political scandals of all time," "a fall from grace," "a modern-day tragedy"—it's a story that has
been reported, distorted, and spun over and over again by the media, by political aides, by the U.S. government, by supposed friends. However, there is someone who actually knows the truth, someone
who lived it from day one—the woman at the heart of the story itself: Rielle Hunter. In the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Publishers Weekly bestseller What Really Happened, Hunter oﬀers an
extremely personal account of her relationship with John Edwards: the facts of how they actually met, how their accidental love started and escalated, what it was like to fall in love with a married man who
decided to run for president, the surprise of becoming pregnant during the campaign, how the aﬀair became public, the extensive cover-up, and ﬁnally, what happened in the years after Edwards publicly
admitted to being the father of their daughter, Frances Quinn. Meet Edwards's political players and get an intimate look at how they really operated. Learn about the evolution of "friends," enablers, and
do-gooders, their involvement with the aﬀair and Edwards's 2008 presidential campaign, and where the money from Rachel "Bunny" Mellon and Fred Baron actually went. This book doesn't spin the truth
to achieve a prettier picture or a better story. It isn't about changing anyone's mind. It's simply the facts, the truth of what really happened.

DRED SCOTT'S REVENGE
A LEGAL HISTORY OF RACE AND FREEDOM IN AMERICA
Thomas Nelson Racial hatred is one of the ugliest of human emotions. And the United States not only once condoned it, it also mandated it?wove it right into the fabric of American jurisprudence. Federal
and state governments legally suspended the free will of blacks for 150 years and then denied blacks equal protection of the law for another 150. How did such crimes happen in America? How were the
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laws of the land, even the Constitution itself, twisted into repressive and oppressive legislation that denied people their inalienable rights? Taking the Dred Scott case of 1957 as his shocking center, Judge
Andrew P. Napolitano tells the story of how it happened and, through it, builds a damning case against American statesmen from Lincoln to Wilson, from FDR to JFK. Born a slave in Virginia, Dred Scott
sued for freedom based on the fact that he had lived in states and territories where slavery was illegal. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled against Scott, denied citizenship to blacks, and spawned more than a
century of government-sponsored maltreatment that destroyed lives, suppressed freedom, and scarred our culture. Dred Scott's Revenge is the story of America's long struggle to provide a new
context?one in which "All men are created equal," and government really treats them so.

THE CHURCHILL COMPLEX
THE CURSE OF BEING SPECIAL, FROM WINSTON AND FDR TO TRUMP AND BREXIT
Penguin “Stimulating and highly readable. . . . The Churchill Complex is a rich and rewarding book.” —Wall Street Journal From one of its keenest observers, a brilliant, witty journey through the "Special
Relationship" between Britain and America that has done so much to shape the world, from World War II to Brexit. It is impossible to understand the last seventy-ﬁve years of American history, through to
Trump and Brexit, without understanding the Anglo-American relationship, particularly the bonds between presidents and prime ministers. FDR of course had Winston Churchill; JFK had Harold Macmillan,
his consigliere during the Cuban Missile Crisis. Ronald Reagan found his ideological soul mate in Margaret Thatcher; and George W. Bush found his fellow believer, in religion and in war, in Tony Blair.
Today, the bond between Donald Trump and Boris Johnson illuminates the populist uprisings in both countries, as well as a new kind of Special Relationship that goes against everything it once stood for.
Remembering the past, even its most glorious moments, can be as misleading as forgetting it. Over and over, in the name of freedom and democracy, British and especially American leaders have evoked
Winston Churchill as a model for brave leadership (and Nevillle Chamberlain to represent craven weakness). As Ian Buruma shows, in his dazzling, short tour de force of storytelling and analysis, the myths
of World War II too often resulted in bad policies and foolish wars. But The Churchill Complex is much more than a reﬂection on the weight of Churchill's legacy and its misuses. At its heart are shrewd and
absorbing character studies of the president-prime minster dyads, which in Ian Buruma's gifted hands serve as a master class in politics, diplomacy, and the personal quirks of our leaders. It has never
been a relationship of equals: from Churchill's desperate cajoling and conniving to keep FDR on his side in World War II, British prime ministers have put much more stock in the relationship than their US
counterparts. After the loss of its once-great empire, Britain clung to the world's greatest superpower as a path to continued relevance and leverage. As Buruma shows, this was almost always fool's gold,
and now, the alliance has ﬂoundered on the rocks of isolationism. The Churchill Complex may not have a happy ending, but as with Ian Buruma's other works, piercing lucidity is its own lasting comfort.

LESSONS IN DISASTER
MCGEORGE BUNDY AND THE PATH TO WAR IN VIETNAM
Times Books A revelatory look at the decisions that led to the U.S. involvement in Vietnam, drawing on the insights and reassessments of one of the war's architects "I had a part in a great failure. I made
mistakes of perception, recommendation and execution. If I have learned anything I should share it." These are not words that Americans ever expected to hear from McGeorge Bundy, the national
security adviser to Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. But in the last years of his life, Bundy—the only principal architect of Vietnam strategy to have maintained his public silence—decided
to revisit the decisions that had led to war and to look anew at the role he played. He enlisted the collaboration of the political scientist Gordon M. Goldstein, and together they explored what happened
and what might have been. With Bundy's death in 1996, that manuscript could not be completed, but Goldstein has built on their collaboration in an original and provocative work of presidential history
that distills the essential lessons of America's involvement in Vietnam. Drawing on Goldstein's prodigious research as well as the interviews and analysis he conducted with Bundy, Lessons in Disaster is a
historical tour de force on the uses and misuses of American power. And in our own era, in the wake of presidential decisions that propelled the United States into another war under dubious pretexts,
these lessons oﬀer instructive guidance that we must heed if we are not to repeat the mistakes of the past.

DEFENDING GIANTS
THE REDWOOD WARS AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS
Weyerhaeuser Environmental Boo Giant redwoods are American icons, paragons of grandeur, exceptionalism, and endurance. They are also symbols of conﬂict and negotiation, remnants of environmental
battles over the limits of industrialization, proﬁteering, and globalization. Since the middle of the nineteenth century, logging operations have eaten away at the redwood forest, particularly areas covered
by ancient giant redwoods. Today, such trees occupy a mere 120,000 acres. Their existence is testimony to the eﬀorts of activists to rescue some of these giants from destruction. Very few conservation
battles have endured longer or with more violence than on the North Coast of California, behind what locals call the Redwood Curtain. Defending Giants explores the long history of the Redwood Wars,
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focusing on the ways rural Americans fought for control over both North Coast society and its forests. Activists defended these trees not only because the redwood forest had dwindled in size, but also
because, by the late twentieth century, the local economy was increasingly dominated by multinational corporations. The resulting conﬂict--the Redwood Wars--pitted workers and environmental activists
against the rising tide of globalization and industrial logging in a complex war over endangered species, sustainable forestry, and, of course, the fate of the last ancient redwoods. Activists perched in trees
and ﬁled lawsuits, while the timber industry, led by Paciﬁc Lumber, fought the lawsuits and used their power to halt reform eﬀorts. Ultimately, the Clinton Administration sidestepped Congress and the
courts to negotiate an innovative compromise. In the process, the Redwood Wars transformed American environmental politics by shifting the balance of power away from Congress and into the hands of
the Executive Branch.

WHY LEADERS LIE
THE TRUTH ABOUT LYING IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
Oxford University Press Presents an analysis of the lying behavior of political leaders, discussing the reasons why it occurs, the diﬀerent types of lies, and the costs and beneﬁts to the public and other
countries that result from it, with examples from the recent past.

BRING BACK THE BUREAUCRATS
WHY MORE FEDERAL WORKERS WILL LEAD TO BETTER (AND SMALLER!) GOVERNMENT
Templeton Foundation Press In Bring Back the Bureaucrats, John J. DiIulio Jr., one of America’s most respected political scientists and an adviser to presidents in both parties, summons the facts and
statistics to show us how America’s big government actually works and why reforms that include adding a million more people to the federal workforce by 2035 might actually help to slow government’s
growth while improving its performance. Starting from the underreported reality that the size of the federal workforce hasn’t increased since the early 1960s even though the federal budget has
skyrocketed and the number of federal programs has ballooned, Bring Back the Bureaucrats tells us what our elected leaders won’t: there simply are not enough federal workers to do work that’s critical to
our democracy. Government in America, DiIulio reveals, is Leviathan by Proxy, a grotesque form of debt-ﬁnanced big government that guarantees bad government: • Washington relies on state and local
governments, for-proﬁt ﬁrms, and nonproﬁt organizations to implement federal policies and programs. Big-city mayors, defense industry contractors, nonproﬁt executives and other federal proxies lobby
incessantly for more federal spending. • The proxy system chokes on chores as distinct as cleaning up toxic waste sites, caring for hospitalized veterans, collecting taxes, handling plutonium, and policing
more than $100 billion a year in “improper payments.” • The lack of enough competent, well-trained federal civil servants ﬁgured in the failed federal response to Hurricane Katrina and in the troubled
launch of Obamacare “health exchanges,” Bring Back the Bureaucrats is further distinguished by the presence of E. J. Dionne Jr. and Charles Murray, two of the most astute voices from the political left and
right, respectively, who oﬀer their candid responses to DiIulio at the end of the book.

NIXONLAND
THE RISE OF A PRESIDENT AND THE FRACTURING OF AMERICA
Simon and Schuster An exciting e-format containing 27 video clips taken directly from the CBS news archive of a brilliant, best-selling account of the Nixon era by one of America’s most talented young
historians. Between 1965 and 1972 America experienced a second civil war. Out of its ashes, the political world we know today was born. Nixonland begins in the blood and ﬁre of the Watts riots-one week
after President Johnson signed the Voting Rights Act, and nine months after his historic landslide victory over Barry Goldwater seemed to have heralded a permanent liberal consensus. The next year
scores of liberals were thrown out of Congress, America was more divided than ever-and a disgraced politician was on his way to a shocking comeback: Richard Nixon. Six years later, President Nixon,
harvesting the bitterness and resentment borne of that blood and ﬁre, was reelected in a landslide even bigger than Johnson's, and the outlines of today's politics of red-and-blue division became already
distinct. Cataclysms tell the story of Nixonland: • Angry blacks burning down their neighborhoods, while suburbanites defend home and hearth with shotguns. • The civil war over Vietnam, the
assassinations, the riot at the Democratic National Convention. • Richard Nixon acceding to the presidency pledging a new dawn of national unity--and governing more divisively than any before him. •
The rise of twin cultures of left- and right-wing vigilantes, Americans literally bombing and cutting each other down in the streets over political diﬀerences. •And, ﬁnally, Watergate, the fruit of a president
who rose by matching his own anxieties and dreads with those of an increasingly frightened electorate--but whose anxieties and dreads produced a criminal conspiracy in the Oval Oﬃce.
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DAMASCUS STATION: A NOVEL
W. W. Norton & Company "Damascus Station is the best spy novel I have ever read." —General David Petraeus, former director of the CIA A CIA oﬃcer and his recruit arrive in war-ravaged Damascus to
hunt for a killer in this page-turner that oﬀers the "most authentic depiction of modern-day tradecraft in print." (Navy SEAL sniper and New York Times bestselling author Jack Carr). CIA case oﬃcer Sam
Joseph is dispatched to Paris to recruit Syrian Palace oﬃcial Mariam Haddad. The two fall into a forbidden relationship, which supercharges Haddad’s recruitment and creates unspeakable danger when
they enter Damascus to ﬁnd the man responsible for the disappearance of an American spy. But the cat and mouse chase for the killer soon leads to a trail of high-proﬁle assassinations and the discovery
of a dark secret at the heart of the Syrian regime, bringing the pair under the all-seeing eyes of Assad’s spy catcher, Ali Hassan, and his brother Rustum, the head of the feared Republican Guard. Set
against the backdrop of a Syria pulsing with fear and rebellion, Damascus Station is a gripping thriller that oﬀers a textured portrayal of espionage, love, loyalty, and betrayal in one of the most diﬃcult CIA
assignments on the planet.

JESUS IS RISEN
PAUL AND THE EARLY CHURCH
Simon and Schuster Originally conﬁned to a small circle of believers centered in Jerusalem, Christianity's stunning transformation into the world's most popular faith is one of history's greatest, most
miraculous stories. In Jesus Is Risen, #1 bestselling author David Limbaugh provides a riveting account of the birth of Christianity. Using the Book of Acts and six New Testament epistles as his guide,
Limbaugh takes readers on an exhilarating journey through the sorrow and suﬀering, as well as the joys and triumphs, of the apostles and other key ﬁgures as Christianity bursts through the borders of
Judea following the death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ. Limbaugh particularly focuses on the crucial role that the Apostle Paul played in these historic events. Facing incredible adversities,
from arrests to shipwrecks to violent mobs and murder plots, Paul overcomes countless obstacles as he travels far and wise to spread the Gospel. Limbaugh's passion for the Bible is unmistakable and
infectious as he recounts these stories. Replete with deep insights into the actions, arguments, and challenges of the world's ﬁrst Christian communities, Jesus Is Risen is a faith-aﬃrming book for
Christians at all stages of their faith walk.

THE PRESIDENT'S BOOK OF SECRETS
THE UNTOLD STORY OF INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS TO AMERICA'S PRESIDENTS
PublicAﬀairs Every president has had a unique and complicated relationship with the intelligence community. While some have been coolly distant, even adversarial, others have found their intelligence
agencies to be among the most valuable instruments of policy and power. Since John F. Kennedy's presidency, this relationship has been distilled into a personalized daily report: a short summary of what
the intelligence apparatus considers the most crucial information for the president to know that day about global threats and opportunities. This top–secret document is known as the President's Daily
Brief, or, within national security circles, simply “the Book.” Presidents have spent anywhere from a few moments (Richard Nixon) to a healthy part of their day (George W. Bush) consumed by its contents;
some (Bill Clinton and George H. W. Bush) consider it far and away the most important document they saw on a regular basis while commander in chief. The details of most PDBs are highly classiﬁed, and
will remain so for many years. But the process by which the intelligence community develops and presents the Book is a fascinating look into the operation of power at the highest levels. David Priess, a
former intelligence oﬃcer and daily briefer, has interviewed every living president and vice president as well as more than one hundred others intimately involved with the production and delivery of the
president's book of secrets. He oﬀers an unprecedented window into the decision making of every president from Kennedy to Obama, with many character–rich stories revealed here for the ﬁrst time.

THE CASE AGAINST BARACK OBAMA
THE UNLIKELY RISE AND UNEXAMINED AGENDA OF THE MEDIA'S FAVORITE CANDIDATE
Simon and Schuster The Case Against Barack Obama by National Review's David Freddoso blasts Obama for failing to take on the Chicago machine, for listening to "radical advisors," and for backing
"doctrinaire liberal" causes from teachers unions to abortion rights. It does not, however, compare him to Paris Hilton, or dwell at length on his religion or race - making the substance of The Case Against
Barack Obama sound unfamiliar amid a campaign cacophony of hyperbolic web ads, alleged race cards, and viral smears.Freddoso says John McCain's campaign and Republicans at large are making the
wrong case against the Illinois senator. You don't beat him by comparing him to Paris Hilton, as McCain's latest advertising campaign did; the more important thing is really to look at who he is. Is he really
a great reformer? Or just another liberal?
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